To Bean or Not to Bean?
By E. C. Garvin
1555 Island Drive
Merritt Island, FL 32952

Life is full of surprises. One morning several years ago I was standing on the edge of the continent, holding a
fishing rod, quietly raising the sun from its watery bed. A strong tug on the line. Ha! A strike. Aha! A shark. All the
marks of a Lemon shark: same-sized dorsals, blunt snout, oval eyes. Now what would a beautiful Lemon shark
have had for breakfast? I opened its stomach with a filet knife. Nothing but a large seed. Sharks are known for
their exotic diet, but a seed? Curiosity sent me to the Merritt Island Library .With the help of the reference librarian,
I was introduced to Charles R. Gunn and John V. Dennis, Sr. Enlightened by their World Guide to Tropical Drift
Seeds and Fruits, and fascinated by such names as Entada, Omphalea, Sacoglottis, and Dioclea I became a
Beaner. And I had my first sea-bean, not from the beach but from the belly of a shark, a Mucuna fawcettii. After
that whenever I fished I stuck the rod in a sand spike, set the drag on the reel, and ranged the beach for
specimens. Eventually I had a collection.
From this collection, I took my choicest find to the Fourth Annual Sea-Bean Symposium last October. This bean
was the focus of a minor flurry of excitement, which resulted in a song composed in its honor. I cannot recall the
when or the where but some years ago I found the shiny, bright red bean which I was unable to locate in any of
my sources either botanical or the World Guide. At the Symposium, I carried it to one expert after another. It was
probably a this or a that, but certainly not a so-and-so. On the third day, John Dennis decided that it was a
Canava!ia nitida, quite a rare find. How could a mere bean provoke so much attention? It was a genuine charmer
and smiled for the photographers.

Shown above: Author John V. Dennis, Sr. (left) shaking hands with author Ed Garvin (in hat) at last year's symposium

Suddenly the question arises. Is beaning a game of finders-keepers? And which beans belong to what countries?
Perhaps variety is better than numbers. A jar of mixed nuts is more interesting than 30 jars of the same
species-and much less clutter. Word has come from the Caribbean that perhaps we should return all the seabeans we find (and have found?) to their presumed sources. The Mucuna, specifically, is named. What are the
possible ramifications of such a request? What if the idea catches on and all the Central American nations get
wind of this? Is each nation going to brand its Mucuna seeds? Are then Mucuna, not to mention other seeds, going
to phase out Pokemon cards as a new fad for kids? As the entrepreneurs sense the possibilities, will web sites
proliferate? Then IPO's in bean stocks? Manicaria hawked at Sotheby's? A rare Canavalia makes me a millionaire!
And what about the cojones de buros from the Amazon? Will they be banned as detrimental to the morals of the
United States? Mucuna is only the opening wedge.
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To Bean or Not to Bean?

by E. C. Garvin (continued)

Members of the Congress of the United States sense the opportunities for displaying a united front to the world
-and
TV exposure. Negotiations begin to formulate rules for buying, selling and distributing hamburgers,
golfballs, sea hearts, starnut palms, the famed Mary's-bean, and who knows, even the humbly ubiquitous
sargassum weed.
And then the inevitable -Congress
cooks up the Beanhead Commission. Threats of interdiction follow: tariffs,
confiscation of beans for reasons of health. Smuggling by the Bean Division of the International Union of
Terrorists. As the tension mounts TV crews storm the beaches of the Caribbean isles like pirates bent on
uncovering vast amounts of gold and jewels. And every nation with a shoreline touching the Atlantic and Pacific
will be knocking on our door threatening to inundate us with their exclusive brand of mosquitoes -or
else.
Owners of beach front property declare riparian rights to the edge of the continental shelf. People guard their sandspace with shotguns. Sea turtles mistaken for crawling prowlers are blasted to bits.
~
All the while the sea-beans, through an inner drive of their own, are cannily developing fins and will undoubtedly
evolve as viable creatures of minute intellectual capability, but sufficient to maintain themselves in the gyre and
gimble of the waves. To bean or not to bean, that is the question. Whether 'tis nobler to lighten the litter on the
littoral or leave it for the trash picker-uppers to dispose of, or to return them to the original owners, or to purloin
them and nest them for ever after with similar litter in the recesses of dark and dank cabinets. When summer
comes, can another be far behind? Will the floaters lie on the sizzling sands where beaners fear to go? Where
sneakers melt from the heat, and the sea-beans are all catalogued as varieties of Faba torridusbaked beans?

Collection

Notes

We thank Pat Brett for his generous donation of beach treasures to the Drifters from his personal collection
including petrified crabs, toys, mermaids' purses, coquina rock, and of course a huge assortment of sea-beans
Cathie has incorporated much of Pat's collection in her display which will be on view at the symposium.
Shown below: Drifters at last year's Fourth Annual International Sea-Bean Symposium in front of Pete Zies' Bean-o-Matic,
From left: Cathie Katz, Diane Campbell, Pat Brett, and Cathy Vow
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It would be easy to presume that the past 100 years were the golden age of discovery.
Well, you ain't seen nothing yet ...Fasten your seatbelts, it's going to be afabulous ride.
Nancy Shute in "Inventing the Future"
~
in U.S. New &World Report, Jan. 2000
2000
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Long-distance

THE LUCKY BEAN by John Dennis (continued)
Travellers Among the Temperate Drift Seeds (continued)

Probably a good many temperate drift seeds reach beaches of western Europe and are not
recognized because collectors are unfamiliar with them. I had the good fortune to find an American
drift seed, water hickory (Carya aquatica), on a beach in the Isles of Sicilly in October 1981. This
was a first record for Europe, and, to my knowledge, there have been no others since then.
The water hickory grows along rivers in southeastern United States. Its endocarps (nuts) are found commonly on
Florida beaches. Maximum flotation under test conditions is 6 months.
The black walnut (Jug/ans nigra) should also be looked for on beaches of western Europe. Heavy rains in the fall bring
large numbers of this walnut down rivers that flow into the Gulf of Mexico and East Coast rivers south of New England.
The black walnut has a maximum flotation under test conditions of 6Y2years.
A good many other nuts, some of them picnic fare, are also found on beaches. We have no way of knowing if the
pecans, filberts, hazel nuts, and English walnuts we find on beaches are long-distance drifters or are local in origin.
The peanut floats only a couple of weeks.
Collectors are urged to pay attention to temperate drift seeds. Some are good collector's items and some may have
drifted as far or farther than tropical drift seeds. If you don't want to place them in your collection, you can always eat
the kernels of some of them.

David Williams' trip to Costa Rica in March provided a range of unusual seeds.
Here, in the photo on the left is the seed (with dark center) that later exploded in Birgit Korner's home in Germany.
In the photo on the right David is holding sea purses (Dioc/ea spp) in their pod.
David will have his Costa Rica collection on view at the next symposium.
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BEACH BYTES
by Ed Perry
Seaheart88@aol.com
The Brown Nickar
Identifying drift seeds we find on beaches can be a challenge to even the most qualified of us at times. For some
unknown seeds, those that even perplex the specialists in the field of botany, it becomes necessary to germinate and
grow out the seeds to mature, flowering plants to obtain identifications. In most cases, flowers will identify the
planUseed in question, and in other instances, they could even lead authorities to describe an entirely new species.
For the chocolate brown-seeded nickernut that is commonly found on Gulf coast beaches, and only rarely on Florida
east coast beaches, this is exactly the situation.
One of only a few seeds that could not be identified in World Guide to Tropical Drift Seeds and Fruits, the chocolate
brown seed's identity has remained a "thi'tty-year mystery" according to author Charles Gunn.
Measuring 5 cm long and 4 cm wide, the chocolate-colored seed is notably larger than the more common Caesalpinia
bonduc, or gray nickar. However, the beauty of the seed is no less than that of its apparent cousin. Chocolate brown
nickars also display the lovely, faint concentric rings that encircle the seed its entire length, much like the latitude
measures of a globe.
Similarities betWeen this mystery seed ana'"C;' bb:nduc also extend to the parent plants of both seeds. I know this
because I have successfully grown out the brown seed to a mature, flowering parent plant. One of four seeds I
collected on the beaches of Padre Island, Texas during the 1999 Sea Turtle Symposium in March, was planted that
same month at my Melbourne, Florida home. The vigorous sprawling, thorny shrub it produced has now reached about
14 feet in height and is displaying flower buds after about 16 months of growth. Compared to gray nickernut plants
that grow along the east coast of Florida, the brown-seeded plant possesses larger compound leaf structures, with
somewhat more pointed leaflets, and an overall larger size in general.
At the time of this writing, flower bud stalks (inflorescences) have appeared along leaf nodes and with new sprouting
growth of the brown-seeded plant. Young green bud stalks first appear somewhat like tiny pine cones before they
mature and elongate to expose perhaps a hundred tiny, yellowish flower buds 5-8 mm wide (see photo below left;
brown nickars below right).
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Any day now the tiny buds should open to reveal the long awaited flowers of this mystery plant. Preparation of
preserved specimens of this plant have already begun.
Dried samples of leaves and flowers will be accompanied by pickled specimens of flowers. Along with comparison
samples of C. bonduc, a package of these precious specimens will arrive in Kew, England at the Royal Botanic
Gardens where Gwilym Lewis will help to unravel the mystery of this beautiful brown drift seed.
The Drifting Seed/September
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BEACH

BYTES

by Ed Perry

(continued)

Seeds That Tell Stories
Do you have drift seeds in your collection that bear bite marks or rasping scars on them? I do. I have often wondered
about the history of the different markings. Some appear to be made by larger creatures such as monkeys, while
others appear quite different. Perhaps these are made by fish or ground dwelling rodents. Without witnessing the
journey that each seed makes, it's hard to say how the marks were made. However, some interesting clues do exist.
First off, it is amazing that seeds such as the Mucuna, with their pods of protective stinging hairs, rock-hard seed
coats, and distasteful toxins such as L-Dopa (The Drifting Seed, 1997) would even bear the scars of seed predators.
But indeed they do. Perhaps it is due to these attributes that we do find drift seeds, miles from their places of origin,
that exhibit bites and scars from encounters with creatures, who then discarded them after giving up. But do all of
these bites and rasping scars come from encounters strictly in their homelands? Probably not. There are most likely
as many different creatures, in both the forests, oceans, and on beaches that are apt to make teeth marks.~n seeds
as there are species of sea-beans themselves.
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The photos above were taken by Ed Perry to show the different bite marks on a Mucuna, front and back.
The photo below shows an even row of bite marks on a gray nickar.
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NEWS AND NOTES (continued)
Politics and Pickles
Our Seattle correspondent, oceanographer Curt Ebbesmeyer recently included an article in his newsletter
Beachcombers' Alert! by our own John V. Dennis Sr. titled "Elian Rescued by Porpoises" in which John described
one version of Elian Gonzales' encounter with dolphins. Both John and Curt will be at this year's symposium to answer
questions about things drifting in the ocean. Curt is the nation's expert ship spill detective and has been tracking
yellow duckies, Nike@ sneakers, LEGO@ toys, and most recently toys and shoes from the containership APL China.
Also floating in the Pacific from an unidentified ship spill are Rugrat dolls (cartoon characters from the Nickelodeon
TV Channel... so far, Tommy Pickles has been the main character being found .., but just his head!" rEds note: Our
esteemed ocean scientist Dr. Curt Ebbesmeyer will be available at the symposium in October to answer questions
about Tommy Pickles.]
Long-time Drifters Jeannie and Bob Gray of Cocoa Beach called to let us know about the travels of their son,
daughter-in-Iaw, and grandsons (Bob, Lona, Robby, and Michael Gray) on their 56-foot sailboat SNlminanue/.
The Grays have been traveling around the world since November 1997. (Robby Gray sent us the acrostic poem "SeaBeans" in the last issue.) While crossing the Pacific this year, they stopped in the Marquesas Islands where they were
fortunate to go pearl diving with the resident professionals. The Grays will be leaving Bora Bora for New Zealand
where they will wait out the cyclone season in a safe harbor and will let us know about their sea-bean finds.
Helen C. Fortune Hopkins from the Department of Biological Sciences, Lancaster University, U. K., sent The
Drifters a copy of Kew Bulletin 55.:' 109 -122 (2000) in which she wrote "Identity and Dispersal of Aleurites erratica"
It is now part of our reference library, and it will be available with our other material in the literature section of the
symposium. Thank you Helen.
First Sea-Bean Tattoo?
Dedicated sea-beaner Alice Lowe, from Indialantic, Florida returned from a recent visit to Chicago. The photo (below
left) was taken at the "Bar-B-Que and Tattoo Festival" in Chicago where Alice became the first person in history (?)
to get a sea-bean tattoo. Also shown below (right) is Alice with an original .'Ocean Treasure" shadowbox, one of her
many creative ideas using sea-beans. Alice will be on display during the symposium with her many creations.
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